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Global Gas Shortage 
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▪ Post COVID economic recovery and cold winter 
2020/21 led to depleted gas stocks – especially in 
Asia.

▪ China have doubled the level of LNG imports in 2021 
– in part due to a shortage of coal.

▪ US is struggling to meet own needs so has 
significantly reduced exports.

▪ NordStream 2 (Gazprom) is delayed and not 
expected until 2022 (due Sept 2021).

▪ A lot of LNG is traded on the high seas and will go to 
the highest bidder.

Compounded in the UK

▪ Least windy summer since 1961 – ensuring an 
increased reliance on gas-fired generation (from 25 
per cent down to just 7 per cent).

Source: www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-58650634



European Gas Storage
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▪ Since Rough closed in 2017, UK has very little 
storage.

▪ LNG was considered a form of virtual storage.

UK Electricity Prices

▪ Gas-fired power stations account for 40% of UK 
generation.

▪ Gas is the marginal form of generation, hence sets 
the price.

▪ So, electricity prices mirror the gas price.

Source: www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-58650634



Types of Domestic Tariffs (Dual Fuel)
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▪ Standard Variable Tariffs (SVT)

▪ These are an energy supplier's default tariff, and are usually the most expensive types of tariff on the 
market. This is the tariff that you go onto if you don’t choose a fixed-price deal.

▪ In 2019 53% of households were on an SVT.

▪ Fixed-Price Tariff (also referred to as fixed rate plans)

▪ These tariffs are a type of gas and electricity tariff that provide a fixed price per kWh. 

▪ Term is usually 12 months, but can be as long as three years.

▪ Generally, the cheapest tariff available.

▪ Prepayment Energy Tariffs

▪ Customer prepays for their energy either using a token, key, or smartcard that can be taken to a 
newsagents and topped up. Alternatively, a supplier will allow you to make top-ups online via a website 
or app.

▪ Economy 7 Tariffs

▪ Economy 7 is a type of electricity meter which has a different prices for day and night consumption.

Source: www.uswitch.com/gas-electricity/guides/energy-tariffs-explained/



Price Cap
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▪ The Price Cap was introduced in 2018 to 
protect those customers on Standard Variable 
Tariffs (SVT) from being ripped off.

▪ The Price Cap was never designed to protect 
customers from wholesale prices. 

▪ The Cap is set by Ofgem and covers a six 
month period (Apr – Sept, Oct – Mar).

▪ The current cap was announced on 6th August 
2021.

▪ Those paying by direct debit saw an 
increase of £139 from £1,138 to £1277.

▪ Prepayment customers saw an increase 
of £153 from £1,156 to £1309.

▪ The chart shows how prices would have 
reduced if the Cap had been applied before 
2019.

Source: www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/savings-energy-bills-millions-price-caps-fall



Why are Suppliers going bust?
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▪ Nearly all Suppliers offer fixed-price deals, usually for 
12 and 24 months. Typically, these were ~ 10% 
cheaper than the SVT.

▪ All Suppliers have to offer an SVT tariff that is 
protected by the Cap. It is the default tariff.

▪ If they haven’t chosen to re-contract, customers 
default onto the SVT when their fixed-price deal 
comes to an end.

▪ Customers on an SVT either:

▪ Stay on the SVT

▪ Get a new deal with another Supplier

▪ Get a new deal with their existing Supplier

▪ A prudent Supplier will hedge a fixed-price deal over 
the life of the contract and typically hedge the SVT 
over a six month period.

Source: www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/record-gas-prices-drive-price-cap-ps139-customers-encouraged-contact-supplier-support-and-switch-better-deal-if-possible



Why are Suppliers going bust?
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▪ The Cap was put in place BEFORE the current surge in 
gas prices.

▪ The ‘do nothing’ option is, thanks to the Cap, the 
cheapest option. 

▪ Those customers than would ordinarily have renewed 
onto another fixed-price deal discover that the SVT is 
by far the cheapest. Approximately 500k customers a 
month are now falling onto the SVT.

▪ Suppliers discovered that they now had huge volumes 
of customers on the SVT tariff – far more than they 
had forecast and hedged for.

▪ As customers flood onto the SVT, any price 
competition between Suppliers evaporates.

Source: www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-58959620



Price comparison sites have no prices to compare…..
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And retailers (Octopus) don’t want your business ……
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What’s the impact on a customer?
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▪ Customer in two bed home:

▪ Annual consumption (electricity) 4,030.5 kWh

▪ Annual consumption (gas) 11,115 kWh

▪ Customer on a one year fixed deal - Octopus Super 
Green tariff.

▪ Unfortunately, it ended on 1/10/2021.

▪ Under this deal the estimated annual cost was:

▪ £711.46 a year for electricity.

▪ £386.10 a year for gas.

▪ A total spend of £1,097.56



It’s hard to find quotes at the 
moment….
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▪ Bristol Energy SVT appears to be available to 
customers online.

▪ Using the same volumes for gas and 
electricity.

▪ Estimated to be £348 a year more expensive 
than the Octopus deal.

▪ An increase of 31%.

▪ Data correct on 5/10/2021



But what if the customer really 
wanted another fixed price deal?
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▪ Bristol Energy do appear to offer one online.

▪ Estimated to be £1,221 a year more 
expensive than the Octopus deal.

▪ An increase of 111%.

▪ Data correct on 5/10/2021



Price Cap Levels 
(Direct Debit Customers)
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▪ Apr – Sep 2021 

▪ £1,138

▪ Oct – Mar 2021/22

▪ £1,277

▪ Apr – Sep 2022

▪ £1,660 (estimate by Cornwall 
Insight).

▪ Since September, over 2m customers going 
through SoLR process (Supplier of Last 
Resort). Estimated that the mutualised costs 
will add £35-£40 to everyone’s bill.

Source: www.theguardian.com/money/2021/oct/07/uk-energy-bills-could-rise-30-in-2022-warn-analysts 



And finally ….
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▪ West Burton power station.

▪ It began generating electricity in 1966.

▪ It is due to close by this time next year.

▪ It’s already been running in early September to 
balance the UK electricity system in order to 
ensure security of supply (i.e. to stop the lights 
from going out).

▪ National Grid have already signalled that 
electricity supplies will be tighter than winter 
2020/21.



Conclusion
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▪ Potentially severe impact on the 
vulnerable and the fuel poor.

▪ Gas prices will correct themselves, but 
nobody knows when.

▪ The next Cap for Apr – Sept will be 
announced by Ofgem in early 
February.

▪ Let’s hope it’s a mild winter.

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/money/2021/sep/25/long-cold-winter-ahead-for-britain-could-keep-gas-prices-soaring-to-record-levels



What help is available?
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• Warm Homes Discount (£140), which is dependent on being on certain on benefits 
(www.gov.uk/the-warm-home-discount-scheme). This money is deducted from the 
customer’s electricity bill. 

• The Winter Fuel Payment (£100 - £300) is paid to anyone born on or before 26 September 
1955. It is paid as a direct payment to the householder and not means tested. 
(www.gov.uk/winter-fuel-payment)

Those that don’t need it are encouraged to donate to the NEA.        
(www.nea.org.uk/professional-advice-workers/)

• If the claimant is on certain benefits they may receive Cold Weather Payments. They will get 
£25 for each 7 day period of very cold weather between 1 November and 31 March. 
(www.gov.uk/cold-weather-payment) Again, this is a direct payment to the householder.

https://www.gov.uk/the-warm-home-discount-scheme
http://www.gov.uk/winter-fuel-payment
http://www.nea.org.uk/professional-advice-workers/
https://www.gov.uk/cold-weather-payment


NEA
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▪ NEA (National Energy Action)

▪ www.nea.org.uk

▪ Free to join (for charities)

▪ In 2019-20, NEA helped over 1 million people 
access support.

▪ 6,000 people provided with direct advice and 
support.

▪ 1300 clients were helped to access an 
additional £5.5 million welfare benefits at an 
average of more than £2,600 each.

▪ 200 energy efficiency and heating measures 
were installed in partnership with gas 
distribution and energy suppliers bringing 
boilers, heating systems and energy efficiency 
into fuel poor homes.

http://www.nea.org.uk/
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